Background
==========

Cancer and many other diseases are caused by the aberrant alterations of genes responsible for proper cell growth, differentiation, and division at different levels of regulation, for example, genomic mutations, transcription, and translation. There is considerable heterogeneity in every cancer type, and improvement in the identification of homogeneous subgroups of patients would significantly improve patient care and decrease morbidity and mortality due to disease.[@b1-cin-15-2016-103]--[@b4-cin-15-2016-103] Examining the gene expression patterns of cancer has proven to be effective in identifying novel clinically relevant subgroups and genetic signatures.[@b4-cin-15-2016-103]--[@b6-cin-15-2016-103] Common clinical outcome variables of interest are distance metastasis, tumor recurrence, and patient survival. These variables further help in understanding the underlying fundamental biology of regulating and selecting appropriate patient care options for different cancer subgroups. For example, in the study by Calon et al, gene expression profiling analysis of colorectal cancer samples identified elevated expression of transforming growth factor (TGFB1) and TGFB3 in poorprognosis cases. The transcriptomic profiling results of these experiments lead to the identification of a therapeutic TGF-β inhibitor, LY2157299, capable of reducing disease progression in an immunodeficient mouse model.[@b6-cin-15-2016-103]

Clustering algorithms are used to identify patterns in gene expression and discover the clinically relevant subgroups. These algorithms use the expression of selected genes and choice of distance/similarity metrics to discover samples that exhibit similar transcriptomic profiles, and hence the sample subgroups are identified. A variety of clustering algorithms have been applied for such purposes in cancer studies. Hierarchical clustering is the most common form of clustering used in the literature[@b7-cin-15-2016-103]--[@b10-cin-15-2016-103] followed by *k*-means (partitional) clustering.[@b7-cin-15-2016-103],[@b8-cin-15-2016-103],[@b10-cin-15-2016-103],[@b11-cin-15-2016-103] Biclustering[@b12-cin-15-2016-103] and consensus clustering[@b11-cin-15-2016-103] have also been applied to discover the patient subgroups with distinctive transcriptional profiles from each other, although these methods are not most commonly used. Additional clustering methods include but are not limited to density-based, grid-based, correlation, spectral, gravitational, and herd clustering.[@b13-cin-15-2016-103]--[@b15-cin-15-2016-103]

Hierarchical clustering is one of the most popularly employed methods of clustering due to its amenability for visualization of the relationships and because there is no need to set the number of clusters a priori.[@b7-cin-15-2016-103] Hierarchical clustering divides observations into clusters and creates a tree diagram or a dendrogram where each node of the tree represents a cluster. This algorithm is used to visualize each sample's/gene's relationship with other samples/genes within the cluster and among all clusters.[@b7-cin-15-2016-103],[@b11-cin-15-2016-103] This method of clustering is dependent, in addition to the right choice of genes, on the choice of distance metric or how the distance between data points is defined for clustering. A common distance metric used in hierarchical clustering is Euclidean distance, or the straight line distance between two points in geometric space. In addition, Pearson's correlation coefficient and unsigned Pearson's correlation coefficient have also been popularly used. Ultimately, using different distance metrics can influence the shape and organization of the clusters.[@b16-cin-15-2016-103],[@b17-cin-15-2016-103] The linkage method is another important component of hierarchical clustering that determines the distance between two clusters. Many linkage criteria are available, which include complete, single, average linkage, and Ward's minimum variance method.[@b16-cin-15-2016-103],[@b18-cin-15-2016-103] One of the most common linkage methods is average linkage, that is, the distance between two clusters is calculated as the average distance of all pairs of points in the clusters. However, there is no clear evidence for the superiority of the average linkage over the other linkage methods.[@b16-cin-15-2016-103],[@b19-cin-15-2016-103]--[@b21-cin-15-2016-103]

Another important class of data clustering is partitioning. Partitioning methods such as *k*-means clustering divide the samples into a predetermined number of clusters. The number of clusters is generally chosen at random and samples are assigned to the cluster with the closest centroid, or average geometric position of all the samples in the space. After all the samples are assigned to a cluster, the centroids are readjusted to the average position of all the observations in the cluster. This process is repeated until the cluster centroids do not change.[@b22-cin-15-2016-103],[@b23-cin-15-2016-103]

An important step toward applying the above clustering algorithms on transcriptomic data is feature (gene or probe) selection, or selecting a subset of variables or features relevant to clustering.[@b24-cin-15-2016-103],[@b25-cin-15-2016-103] Feature selection is an integral part of this discovery process because the quality and relevance of clustering are sensitive to the selected features or genes. Feature selection is needed in the context of whole transcriptomic profile analysis because there are many irrelevant genes that may dilute signal required for clustering tumor samples.[@b26-cin-15-2016-103] A typical feature selection method involves ranking genes based on a criterion and selecting a certain number of genes at the top of the ranked list ([Fig. 1](#f1-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}). Some frequently used gene ranking methods include variance-based ranking, Gaussian Mixture Modeling, coefficient of variation, and mean-variance methods.[@b25-cin-15-2016-103],[@b27-cin-15-2016-103]--[@b29-cin-15-2016-103] However, these methods remain relevant as none of them have been shown to be superior to the others and are often inconsistent in identifying biologically relevant clusters across different types of data.

A challenge in feature selection is determining which method is the most effective at identifying the subset of relevant genes.[@b8-cin-15-2016-103],[@b9-cin-15-2016-103],[@b24-cin-15-2016-103] Another challenge in most feature selection methods is determining how many features, or genes in the dataset, are deemed relevant. Current approaches have been arbitrary with no clear attention paid to the effect of the number of genes on the quality of the resultant clustering algorithm. Choosing the appropriate method is difficult, as the recent work[@b9-cin-15-2016-103] demonstrates that no method is a clear winner based on generic clustering metrics such as F-score and Entropy.

There is currently no package that facilitates the choice of gene selection methods from a variety of options (ranking and choice of number of genes) in combination with commonly used clustering algorithms. Hence, in this review, we describe our R-package that offers gene ranking and selection methods from a wide variety of methods used in the literature and choice of hierarchical or *k*-means clustering algorithm. The quality of gene selection and clustering is studied in the context of clinical relevance of clustering, specifically patient clinical outcome, in cancer studies rather than generic score of quality of clustering. Our package and methodologies are focused on clinical relevance in contrast to the abstract clustering metrics used in the recent work.[@b9-cin-15-2016-103] Ultimately, our software combines aspects of gene selection, ranking, clustering, and clinical outcome analysis conveniently into a single package. The suite of tools available in our package will help researchers to identify biologically homogenous sample groups based on transcriptomic profiles and determine the association of these groupings with clinical outcome.

Methods and Package Workflow
============================

In this section, we describe the components and workflow of our R-package *multiClust*. Our integrative R-package contains: An in-depth vignette explaining how to use our package and obtain publicly available gene expression datasets with clinical outcome informationFour gene ranking options that order genes based on different statistical criteria: CV_RankCV_Guided (novel method)SD_RankPolyFour different ways to select the number of genes: FixedPercentPoly (novel method)GMMTwo ways to determine the cluster number: FixedGap statisticTwo clustering algorithms: Hierarchical clustering*k*-means clusteringA function to calculate the average gene expression in each sample clusterA function to correlate sample clusters with clinical outcome

A summary of the necessary steps to use our package is depicted in [Figure 2](#f2-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}.

If users intend to obtain gene expression and clinical data from public databases such as Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO),[@b30-cin-15-2016-103] they should refer to our package vignette for more guidelines ([Supplementary Package Vignette File](#s1-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our package is compatible for use with both microarray and RNA-seq gene expression data. This vignette includes instructions about how to obtain gene expression and clinical data from GEO using R as well as gene expression normalization procedures for both data types. Common methods of normalization used for GEO microarray datasets include robust multi-array average (RMA) normalization, or quantile normalization and log2 scaling.[@b31-cin-15-2016-103],[@b32-cin-15-2016-103] When using RNA-seq data of fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) values, a common method of normalization is to log2 transform the data; however, other systematic methods are available.[@b33-cin-15-2016-103] After downloading and preprocessing the gene expression dataset ([Fig. 2](#f2-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}), users have the choice of using our package function or other available R functions to load the gene expression matrix into an R object. Users who have their own gene expression datasets may also use our package function to load their data into R. However, if the expression data are already loaded as an R object, the user may proceed to the gene ranking and selection steps in the package.

After obtaining the gene expression and clinical data and loading them into R, the next step is to specify the gene ranking option. As summarized in [Table 1](#t1-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="table"}, there are four different gene ranking methods to choose from within *multiClust* including a novel method called "CV_Guided". Following gene ranking, the user chooses the desired gene selection method. In [Table 2](#t2-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="table"}, there are four different options to choose from. The "Fixed" and "Percent" methods require the user to input a positive integer corresponding to a specific amount of genes to be selected from the dataset. The "Poly" and "GMM" methods are adaptive gene selection methods in the sense that they select a different number of genes for each dataset based on a statistical criterion. These two adaptive methods fit mathematical functions to the gene expression dataset to identify an appropriate number of genes to be selected. Therefore, users do not need to specify the number of genes to be selected.

The Poly algorithm is a novel iterative method akin to a robust regression method that uses a series of three second-order polynomial regressions to filter out genes in each dataset. Each of the three linear regressions maps the expected standard deviation of a gene given its mean. After each regression is calculated, the genes with a standard deviation below the expected value will be filtered out. When the next regression is being calculated, the genes that are filtered out are not included in the calculations. This model is more selective than the constant standard deviation cutoff filter, as each standard deviation cutoff function is dependent on the mean of the remaining genes. The filtering process was carried out specifically three times, as it removes more than 90% of genes with low variance.[@b29-cin-15-2016-103]

In the GMM method, Gaussian Mixture Models are used to calculate the number of Gaussian distributions (*K*) for each gene within a dataset using the "mclust" package.[@b34-cin-15-2016-103] For genes with multiple levels of expression, the statistical outputs are used to compute a modified t-score (*T*~Rank~). These scores along with simulated data scores are used to identify the number of genes at a 1% false discovery rate (FDR); however, users have the ability to adjust this FDR cutoff. The *T*~Rank~ score for a gene (*g*^\*^*~i~*) is computed as shown below: $$T_{Rank}\left( g_{i}^{*} \right) = {\sum\limits_{\begin{array}{l}
{a,b \in \{ 1,2\ldots K_{i}\}} \\
{a \neq b} \\
\end{array}}{\frac{\left| {\mu_{ia} - \mu_{ib}} \right|}{\sqrt{\sigma_{ia}^{2} + \sigma_{ib}^{2} + s_{0}^{2}}}\frac{\pi_{ia}\pi_{ib}}{\left( {\pi_{ia} + \pi_{ib}} \right)^{2}}}}$$

The first term $\frac{\left| {\mu_{ia} - \mu_{ib}} \right|}{\sqrt{\sigma_{ia}^{2} + \sigma_{ib}^{2} + s_{0}^{2}}}$ of *T*~Rank~ (*g^\*^~i~*) is the standardized difference between the mean of the *a*th and *b*th Gaussians; it measures the differentiability of the two Gaussians, whereas the second term $\frac{\pi_{ia}\pi_{ib}}{\left( {\pi_{ia} + \pi_{ib}} \right)^{2}}$ of *T~Rank~* (*g^\*^~i~*) measures the relative distribution of the samples into the two groups, which reaches its maximum value when the samples are evenly distributed since $\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K_{i}}{\pi_{ik} = 1}$ for each gene. In the second term, π~ia~ and π~ib~ represent the mixing proportions of the *a*th and *b*th Gaussians for gene "i".

[Figure 3](#f3-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"} portrays scatterplot images that illustrate the top 1000 genes selected by the four ranking methods. In all of the scatterplots, the selected genes are plotted against the total genes based on their mean and standard deviation values across each sample. Selected genes are depicted in red, while filtered genes are represented in black. Once the gene ranking and selection process is completed, *multiClust* produces a text file for the user that contains a matrix of the samples and selected genes. The rows of this matrix represent the selected genes and the columns represent the tumor samples.

After selecting genes, users have the choice of determining the number of clusters to group samples into two different methods as summarized in [Table 3](#t3-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="table"}. The first method "Fixed" requires the user to input the number of clusters they would like to partition samples into. This number is generally arbitrary; however, in many studies, the number of clusters is often chosen as the number of known molecular subtypes of that cancer.[@b4-cin-15-2016-103],[@b6-cin-15-2016-103],[@b35-cin-15-2016-103] In contrast, the second method, "Gap Statistic" uses a function from the R package "cluster" to calculate a goodness of clustering measure for the tumor samples.[@b36-cin-15-2016-103] Following this calculation, the cluster number with the highest goodness of clustering score is chosen to discretize samples.[@b37-cin-15-2016-103]

Next, users have the option to cluster samples via hierarchical clustering or *k*-means clustering. For the hierar chical clustering option, our package outputs a PDF image of the sample dendrogram and Java TreeView heat map files of clustered genes and samples. The Java TreeView ATR, GTR, and CDT files can be loaded into Java TreeView[@b38-cin-15-2016-103] to view the clustering of genes and samples. Examples of these sample dendrograms and heat map are given in [Figures 4](#f4-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f5-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}. For both the clustering options, *multiClust* outputs a spreadsheet specifying the cluster assignment of each sample.

After the clustering of genes and samples, *multiClust* calculates the average expression of each gene within each sample cluster number. Following this step, a text file containing a matrix of the average expression for each selected gene in each cluster is produced. This will be useful in defining the gene expression signature for each sample cluster identified.

Lastly, our package uses Cox Proportional Hazard Models to test the clinical relevance of the sample clusters and thereby identify novel cancer subgroups. After cluster analysis of selected genes and tumor samples, a Kaplan--Meier plot is produced ([Fig. 6](#f6-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}) portraying patient survival probability over time. A Cox proportional hazard model test from the R package "survival" is performed for each clustered dataset and clinical outcome measure provided.[@b39-cin-15-2016-103],[@b40-cin-15-2016-103] Several of the gene expression datasets used in our study had multiple clinical outcome measures available as shown in [Table 1](#t1-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="table"}. As a result, we performed multiple survival analysis tests on these datasets and only one survival test on those datasets with one clinical outcome measure. Following each survival test, a *P*-value is outputted to specify if there was a significant correlation between the patient sample grouping and clinical outcome. A *P* value ≤0.05 is regarded as significant.

Results
=======

In this study, we used *multiClust* to identify the best performing clustering methodology (gene ranking and selection methods in conjunction with both clustering algorithms) in context to clinically relevant clusters in 14 cancer datasets with 21 clinical outcome measures in total. Detailed results of these tests are reported in the [Supplementary Comparative Analysis File](#s1-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Information regarding the dataset names, gene probe numbers, patient numbers, cancer type, and more can be viewed in [Table 4](#t4-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="table"}.

We downloaded publicly available solid tumor gene expression datasets with clinical data from NCBI GEO and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). These gene expression and clinical outcome files can be viewed in the [Supplementary Gene Expression File and Supplementary Clinical Outcome File](#s1-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Gene expression datasets were downloaded from GEO using the "GEOquery" package[@b30-cin-15-2016-103],[@b41-cin-15-2016-103] and then normalized using the robust multichip average (RMA) procedure. Specifically, the Bioconductor package "affy"[@b31-cin-15-2016-103] was used in R to perform the normalization. Datasets consisting of multiple gene expression datasets such as the GSE26712-14764 cohort were prepared using an alternative method. First, the raw expression data were merged into a collective dataset and then quantile normalized using the Bioconductor package "preprocessCore"[@b32-cin-15-2016-103] and then log2 scaled. Ultimately, both these types of normalization methods resulted in gene expression values being in a range of approximately 3--16. The TCGA Glioblastoma dataset was downloaded from the TCGA Data Portal and was composed of median expression data from three different expression centers: The Broad Institute, University of North Carolina, and the Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory.[@b42-cin-15-2016-103] These data were normalized prior to obtaining it from the TCGA database. Prior to clustering, all gene expression data were further nor-malized between a range of 0 and 1 via feature scaling.

For each dataset, a fixed number of clusters was determined in order to divide samples. This number was kept the same during each *k*-means and hierarchical clustering experiment performed on the dataset. The number of clusters for each dataset is shown in [Table 1](#t1-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="table"}; the choice was as specified in their respective literature.

Hierarchical and *k*-means clustering were examined in this study using the same distance metric of Euclidean distance. Hierarchical clustering using Euclidean distance and average linkage was the least effective at identifying clinically relevant subgroups in the datasets we examined for all combinations of gene ranking and selection methods. For this choice of clustering and linkage method, the most notable results were the top 1000 genes in the CV_Guided ranking and the top 1% genes in Poly ranking of genes. Both gene selection methods identified clinically relevant clusters in 5 out of the 14 datasets ([Fig. 7B](#f7-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, hierarchical clustering using Euclidean distance in conjunction with Ward.D2 linkage proved to be more effective at identifying clinically relevant clusters. All combinations of the gene ranking and gene selection methods used identified clinically relevant clusters in at least 6 out of the 14 datasets to have a significant correlation between sample clustering and patient clinical outcome. Specifically, the choice of top 1000 genes in the "SD_Rank" method identified clinically relevant clusters in 10 datasets ([Fig. 7A](#f7-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}). Lastly, all gene ranking and selection methods followed by *k*-means clustering using Euclidean distance identified clinically relevant clusters in the greatest number of datasets, though it varied substantially based on the choice of gene ranking and selection methods. Each combination of gene ranking and selection method with *k*-means clustering could identify clinically relevant clusters in at least 9 datasets ([Fig. 7C](#f7-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}). The most efficient combination of gene selection and ranking methods for *k*-means clustering was selecting the "Adaptive-GMM" determined number of genes with the SD_Rank method, which identified clinically relevant clusters in 13 of the 14 datasets we tested.

As mentioned earlier, some gene expression datasets provided multiple clinical outcome measures (RFS, DFS, etc.) and survival tests were conducted for these respective datasets. A panel of graphs comparing the number of survival tests with a significant association with sample clustering and clinical outcome across the different gene ranking, gene selection, and clustering methods can be seen in [Figure 8](#f8-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}. Similarly, the method of choosing top 1000 genes in CV_Guided ranking and the method of choosing top 1% genes in Poly ranking were the most effective for hierarchical clustering using Euclidean distance and average linkage. These combinations of gene ranking and selection yielded 6 survival tests out of 21 that had significant correlation ([Fig. 8B](#f8-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}). All other gene ranking and selection methods for this clustering algorithm produced less than six survival tests with statistical significance. For the hierarchical clustering, using Euclidean distance and Ward. D2 linkage, the combination of gene selection and ranking that produced the highest number of significant results was the top 1000 genes in CV_Guided ranking. This combination of methods yielded 14 survival tests, whereas all other groups of methods produced less than 14 survival tests with signifi-cant relationships between sample clustering and clinical outcome ([Fig. 8A](#f8-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, hierarchical clustering with Ward. D2 linkage produced more survival tests with significant associations when compared to the average linkage clustering. Lastly, the *k*-means clustering algorithm yielded 19 significant survival tests using the SD_Rank and GMM gene estimation method ([Fig. 8C](#f8-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to the previous findings in [Figure 7](#f7-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"} above, the *k*-means clustering algorithm proves to be the most effective at identifying significant associations between the tumor sample clusters and clinical outcome than that of hierarchical clustering algorithms.

Discussion
==========

Tuning the overall methodology for clustering including gene ranking, gene selection, and clustering method with appropriate choice of parameters is essential to elicit relevant sample groups using gene expression data. There are several studies that have evaluated the efficacy of various gene expression clustering methods.[@b7-cin-15-2016-103],[@b9-cin-15-2016-103],[@b17-cin-15-2016-103] In addition, there are several Biocon-ductor packages that have been made available for studying gene expression clustering. Examples include "iBBiG"[@b43-cin-15-2016-103] and "rqubic"[@b44-cin-15-2016-103] for biclustering of gene expression data. Similarly, the "EBarrays"[@b45-cin-15-2016-103] software package offers tools for analyzing microarray data such as the expectation maximization algorithm for gene expression mixture models. However, there are currently no known software packages that permit the tuning of overall gene selection and clustering methodologies to examine the efficacy of these steps.

To meet such a need, we presented an R-package called *multiClust* that accommodates a selection of methods at each step of overall methodology from a wide variety of options used in the literature. As clinical outcome is one of the most important criteria in consideration in biomedical research, the package allows evaluation of clusters based on their clinical relevance.

As a use case, we used *multiClust* to evaluate various combinations of options in the clustering methodology to identify the best performing clustering methodology in context to clinically relevant clusters in large cancer studies. In contrast to using generic quality metrics, clinical outcome was used as an objective function to help reveal what matters to the biomedical research community. After testing the various gene ranking and selection methods offered in *multiClust*, we determined that the SD_Rank gene ranking method with the GMM gene selection method was the most effective combination when using a *k*-means clustering framework. These methods yielded 13 out of 14 datasets and 19 out of 21 survival tests with significant association between sample clustering and clinical outcome ([Fig. 7C](#f7-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"} and [8C](#f8-cin-15-2016-103){ref-type="fig"}). The SD_Rank gene ranking method orders genes by their standard deviation values. From a hypothetical stand point, variation among gene expression could correlate to variation among clinical outcome. It is possible that varying gene expression of biologically important genes can directly result in better or worse patient clinical outcomes.[@b1-cin-15-2016-103],[@b35-cin-15-2016-103],[@b46-cin-15-2016-103]

The SD_Rank method has not been highlighted in the literature, as it is sensitive to the choice of number of features. However, this method was identified to perform the best when used in conjunction with our GMM-based TRank method of identifying the number of genes. The GMM gene selection method fits Gaussian mixture models to the data using an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm[@b28-cin-15-2016-103] in combination with a *t*-test like scoring function, which factors in variance and separation between Gaussians when discretizing gene expression. GMM is often more flexible at grouping samples into clusters of varying sizes, rather than tending to produce clusters of equal size. This method determines an estimated number of variable features that can be used to effectively assign samples into clearly distinct groups, which is key to identifying clinically relevant subgroups of cancer.

Furthermore, the SD_Rank method proved to be the most effective when using a *k*-means clustering framework. The *k*-means algorithm uses Euclidean distance and variance to cluster samples.[@b47-cin-15-2016-103] This clustering algorithm may be the most effective because it groups samples in the same way in which genes were ranked and ordered. Several studies have demonstrated that *k*-means clustering is more effective at analyzing the similarity of observations in a cluster relative to all other observations within the cluster than that of hierarchical clustering.[@b48-cin-15-2016-103],[@b49-cin-15-2016-103] Furthermore, in many instances of the literature, *k*-means clustering has been shown to outperform hierarchical clustering in the context of gene expression profiling.[@b48-cin-15-2016-103]--[@b50-cin-15-2016-103] While hierarchical clustering remains to be a popular method for visualization of data, methods such as *k*-means clustering tend to be more meaningful at identifying biologically relevant patterns and clusters in gene expression data.[@b50-cin-15-2016-103]

Hierarchical clustering methods often have problems with incorrectly merging neighboring clusters.[@b48-cin-15-2016-103] Observations can be mistakenly assigned to the same cluster at early stages of the clustering process when they rightfully belong to different clusters. In hierarchical clustering, the assignment of the observation to the cluster cannot be changed. However, in *k*-means clustering, observations can be assigned to new clusters after the centroids have been modified. Similar to hierarchical clustering, the *k*-means algorithm has its own limitations. This algorithm is often limited by the starting positions of the cluster centers. A common solution to this problem is to use multiple restarts and place the clusters at random initial positions as an attempt to obtain a near optimal minimum.[@b51-cin-15-2016-103] Such an option that has been included in our package, however, was not examined because determining the optimality of starting points was beyond the scope of this study.

Furthermore, our results show that hierarchical clustering using the Ward.D2 linkage criteria was more effective than that of the average linkage method, which is commonly used in gene expression studies. Average linkage takes the mean distance between all pairs of data points of two clusters and therefore does not give special weight to sample outliers. Therefore, if these outliers are merged with larger clusters, the interesting local cluster structure can be lost.[@b16-cin-15-2016-103] It is possible that hierarchical clustering with average linkage criteria is not effective at assigning samples with variable features into the appropriate clusters. In other words, samples with completely different gene expression profiles may be mistakenly grouped into a sample cluster, therefore preventing us from identifying cancer patient groups with distinct clinical outcome. Ward.D2 linkage implements the Ward's minimum variance method,[@b18-cin-15-2016-103] which uses an error sum of squares calculation to cluster samples. This linkage criteria measure the sum of squared differences between each data observation and the group's mean.[@b18-cin-15-2016-103] Such a method groups observations while minimizing the sum of squares, ensuring that similar observations end up in the same clusters. This linkage method is more effective at identifying sample groups with similar expression profiles because it groups samples based on the variation of their expression profiles rather than an average of their profiles. Even though the methodology we suggested above yielded the most datasets and survival tests, there are cases for which the alternative methodologies also worked. Hence, we also need to study other types of diseases and gene expression datasets to identify the respective best-performing methodologies. Our *multiClust* package serves such a purpose in addition to helping to identify dataset-specific methodology.

Another future objective will be to incorporate more complex model-based clustering algorithms into our *multiClust* package. *k*-means and hierarchical clustering were chosen as the primary methodologies to examine in our package and this study because they are regarded as some of the most popular and well-understood clustering algorithms.[@b48-cin-15-2016-103]--[@b51-cin-15-2016-103] Furthermore, these two algorithms were chosen for comparative analysis because of their low computational intensiveness in comparison to that of model-based algorithms.[@b49-cin-15-2016-103],[@b50-cin-15-2016-103] This allowed for rapid testing of multiple gene ranking and selection options when using our 14 gene expression datasets. However, model-based clustering via parsimonious Gaussian mixture models and linear mixed-effects models are also beneficial options for clustering of tissue samples and gene profiles even when data-set size is small.[@b28-cin-15-2016-103],[@b52-cin-15-2016-103] Such methods have been demonstrated to perform well with high-dimensional gene expression data and produce better clustering when compared to conventional clustering methods.[@b28-cin-15-2016-103] In addition, extensions of the density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise algorithm have been proposed to obtain biologically useful patterns from large gene expression datasets.[@b53-cin-15-2016-103]--[@b55-cin-15-2016-103]

In conclusion, our R package *multiClust* offers numerous commonly used and new options for each step in the clustering methodology to test a wide variety of gene ranking, gene selection, and clustering algorithms for the identification of clinically relevant cancer subgroups in large gene expression datasets. Our analysis using this package shows that no single gene ranking or gene selection method is consistently best at identifying clinically relevant subgroups of cancer across all the clustering frameworks tested. However, our results suggest that the SD_Rank gene ranking method coupled with the GMM gene selection method was most effective at identifying clinically relevant subgroups of cancer in a *k*-means clustering context. Nonetheless, *multiClust* provides multiple options of gene selection and ranking for users to study clustering in the context of patient clinical outcome.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

**Supplementary Gene Expression File.** This folder contains the gene expression datasets used in our study. It can be downloaded here (approx. 750MB): <http://la-press.com/cr_data/multi_clust_supplementary_gene_expression_file.zip>

**Supplementary Clinical Outcome File.** This folder contains the patient clinical outcome information used in our study.

**Supplementary Package Vignette File.** This PDF file contains information about the *multiClust* package and how to use the software.

**Supplementary Comparative Analysis File.** This folder contains spreadsheets showing the number of survival tests and datasets determined to have a significant association with clinical outcome for each gene ranking, gene selection, and clustering method used in our study.
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![Flowchart of the *multiClust* workflow and the output files produced at each step. The boxes in green refer to the steps to be performed before using *multiClust*. These steps include obtaining the gene expression and clinical data, normalizing the expression data, and formatting the clinical data. Boxes in blue are the steps that are performed while using the *multiClust* package.](cin-15-2016-103f2){#f2-cin-15-2016-103}

![Illustration of choice of relevant genes by various gene ranking methods on a mean-variance plot using the GSE3494 breast cancer dataset.[@b27-cin-15-2016-103] (**A**) CV_Rank method. (**B**) CV_Guided, the yellow line is the coefficient of variation for the dataset, while the blue lines represent the mean and standard deviation cutoffs for a given number of genes to be selected. (**C**) SD_Rank. (**D**) Poly method.](cin-15-2016-103f3){#f3-cin-15-2016-103}

![The dendrogram of tumor samples from the GSE3494[@b27-cin-15-2016-103] breast cancer dataset generated using hierarchical clustering. The top 1000 genes were selected via the SD_Rank method. Genes and samples were clustered using Euclidean distance and Ward.D2 linkage. Samples were split into four clusters.](cin-15-2016-103f4){#f4-cin-15-2016-103}

![A Java TreeView heat map of clustering of breast cancer dataset, GSE3494.[@b27-cin-15-2016-103] A total of 1000 genes were selected using SD_Rank and were clustered using centered Pearson's correlation. Samples were clustered using Euclidean distance metrics with Ward.D2 linkage. In this heat map, rows are genes and columns are tumor samples.](cin-15-2016-103f5){#f5-cin-15-2016-103}

![Kaplan--Meier plot of disease specific survival (DSS) of patients from the GSE3494 dataset.[@b27-cin-15-2016-103] Patients were clustered using the top 1000 genes on an SD_Rank ranking of relevance, and hierarchical clustering coupled with Euclidean distance and Ward.D2 linkage.](cin-15-2016-103f6){#f6-cin-15-2016-103}

![Histograms of performance on clinical relevance of clusters identified for different combinations of gene ranking and gene selection.\
**Notes:** Hierarchical clustering using (**A**) Ward.D2 linkage, (**B**) average linkage. (**C**) *k*-means clustering. All methods used a Euclidean distance metric. Each bar shows the number of datasets that demonstrated a significant association with tumor sample clustering and respective patient clinical outcome. Bars marked with "\*" are the gene ranking and selection methods that identified clinical outcome relevant clusters in the highest number of datasets for each type of clustering.](cin-15-2016-103f7){#f7-cin-15-2016-103}

![Histograms of performance on clinical relevance of clusters identified for different combinations of gene ranking and gene selection.\
**Notes:** Hierarchical clustering using (**A**) Ward.D2 linkage, (**B**) average linkage. (**C**) *k*-means clustering. All methods used a Euclidean distance metric. Each bar shows the number of survival tests that demonstrated a significant association with tumor sample clustering and respective patient clinical outcome. Bars marked with "\*" are the gene ranking and selection methods that identified clinical outcome relevant clusters in the highest number of survival tests for each type of clustering.](cin-15-2016-103f8){#f8-cin-15-2016-103}

###### 

Choice of gene ranking methods offered in *multiClust.*

  GENE RANKING METHOD   DESCRIPTION                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          REFERENCES
  --------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  CV_Rank               Genes are ranked from highest to lowest coefficient of variation values.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Li et al.[@b56-cin-15-2016-103] and Hall et al.[@b57-cin-15-2016-103]
  CV_Guided             Every gene within the set is then plotted on a mean vs. standard deviation graph. A line is plotted starting from the origin with a slope of the CV of the entire dataset. The mean and standard deviation cutoffs move along this line in a positive direction away from the origin until an equal or less than the number of desired genes is above the cutoffs.   Modification to "CV_Rank" method
  SD_Rank               Genes are ranked from highest to lowest standard deviation values.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Miller et al 2005,[@b27-cin-15-2016-103] Tothill et al.[@b46-cin-15-2016-103], Gibbons and Roth 2002,[@b58-cin-15-2016-103] Eisen 2002[@b59-cin-15-2016-103]
  Poly                  Sequentially fits three second-degree polynomial functions of mean and standard deviation to the dataset to determine the most variable genes.                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Kharchenko 2014[@b29-cin-15-2016-103]

###### 

Choice of four gene selection methods available in *multiClust*.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  GENE SELECTION METHOD   DESCRIPTION                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    REFERENCES
  ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Fixed                   Users define a positive integer of genes they want to select from their gene expression dataset.                                                                                                                                                                                               Tothill et al 2008[@b46-cin-15-2016-103] and Jorissen et al 2009[@b35-cin-15-2016-103]

  Percent                 Users define a positive integer between 1 and 100 to select a percentage of total genes of the dataset.                                                                                                                                                                                        Simon and Lam 2002[@b60-cin-15-2016-103]

  Poly (Adaptive)         This method fits three second-degree polynomial functions of mean and standard deviation to the dataset. Afterward, it returns a positive integer indicating the number of genes in the dataset with mean and standard deviation values higher than the fit polynomial functions.              Kharchenko 2014[@b29-cin-15-2016-103]

  GMM (Adaptive)          Uses Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM) and a score based on each genes' mean, variance, mixing proportion, and Gaussian assignment to select genes. GMM is used to model the individual gene expression across the different samples and categorize them into different levels of expression.\   Fraley et al 2012[@b28-cin-15-2016-103] and Fraley et al 2002[@b61-cin-15-2016-103]
                          After determining the best fitting GMM's for each gene, relevant genes are selected using a metric that measures the standardized difference between the mean of the genes in the dataset.                                                                                                     
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Summary of the methods available to identify the number of clusters in *multiClust.*

  CLUSTER NUMBER METHOD   DESCRIPTION                                                                                                                                                                    REFERENCES
  ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Fixed                   User defines a positive integer (\>1) to specify the number of clusters to divide samples into.                                                                                Marisa et al 2013,[@b4-cin-15-2016-103] Calon et al 2015,[@b6-cin-15-2016-103] Jorissen et al 2009[@b35-cin-15-2016-103]
  Gap Statistic           This method (from the package "cluster") determines the number of clusters to split the samples into by calculating a goodness of clustering measure by using Gap Statistic.   Maechler 2015,[@b36-cin-15-2016-103] Tibshirani et al 2001[@b37-cin-15-2016-103]

###### 

Summary of gene expression datasets used in this study.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  DATASET          CANCER TYPE    PATIENT NUMBER   GENE PROBE NUMBER   CLUSTER NUMBER   CLINICAL OUTCOME   REFERENCE(S)
  ---------------- -------------- ---------------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  GSE2034          Breast         286              22,283              6                RFS                Wang et al 2005[@b62-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE3494          Breast         251              22,283              4                DSS                Miller et al 2005[@b27-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE17705         Breast         298              22,283              3                RFS                Symmans et al 2010[@b63-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE25066         Breast         508              22,283              3                DFS                Hatzis et al 2011[@b64-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE9899          Ovarian        285              54,669              6                PFS, OS            Tothill et al 2008[@b46-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE26712-14764   Ovarian        265              22,283              5                OS                 Bonome et al 2008,[@b65-cin-15-2016-103]\
                                                                                                           Denkert et al 2009[@b66-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE14333         Colon          290              54,675              3                DFS                Jorissen et al 2009[@b35-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE17536         Colon          177              54,675              3                OS, DFS, DSS       Smith et al 2010[@b67-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE17538         Colon          238              54,675              3                OS, DFS, DSS       Smith et al 2010[@b67-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE39582         Colon          585              54,675              6                OS, RFS            Marisa et al 2013[@b4-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE30219         Lung           307              54,675              3                DFS                Rousseaux et al 2013[@b68-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE50081         Lung           181              54,675              3                OS, DFS            Der et al 2014[@b69-cin-15-2016-103]

  GSE68465         Lung           443              22,283              3                OS                 Director's Challenge Consortium... et al 2008[@b70-cin-15-2016-103]

  TCGA-GBM         Glioblastoma   446              17,814              5                OS                 The Cancer Genome Atlas et al 2013[@b71-cin-15-2016-103]
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Abbreviations:** RFS, relapse-free survival; DSS, disease-specific survival; DFS, disease-free survival; PFS, progression-free survival; OS, overall survival.

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
